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Chapter II 

+ 

The Role of. Government 

in a Free Society 

~A COMMON OBJECTIO~ to totalitarian societies is thattheyre
gard the end as justifying the means. Taken literally, this objec
tion is clearly illogical. If the end does not justify the means, what 
does? But this easy answer does not dispose of the objection; it 
simply shows that the objection is not well put. To deny that the 
end justifies the means is indirectly to assert that the end 
in question is not the ultimate end, that the ultimate end is 
itself the use otthe proper means. Desirable or not, any end that 
can be attained only by the use of bad means must give way to 
the more basic end of the use of acceptable means. 

To the liberal, the appropriate means are free discussion and 
voluntary co-operation, which implies that any form of coercion 
is inappropriate. The ideal is unanimity among responsible indi-
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viduals. achieved on the basis ·of free and full discussion. This is 
another way of expressing the goal of freedom emphasized in 
the preceding chapter. 

From this standpoint, the role of the market, as already noted, 
is that it permits unanimity without conformity; that it isasys
tem of effectively proportional representation. On the other 
hand, the characteristic feature of action through explicitly po
litical channelsis that it tends to require or to enforce substantial 
conformity. The typical issue must be decided "yes" or "no"; 
at most, provision can be made for a fairly limited number of 
alternatives. Even the use of proportional representation in its 
explicitly political form does not alter this conclusion. The num
ber of separate groups that can fact be represented is narrowly 
limited, enormously so by comparison with the proportional rep
resentation of the market. More important, the fact that the 
final outcome generally must be a law applicable to all groups, 
rather than separate legislative enactments for each "party" rep
resented, means that proportional representation in its political 
version, far from permitting unanimity without conformity, 
tends toward ineffectiveness and fragmentation. It thereby op
erates to destroy any consensus on which unanimity with con
formity can rest. 

There are clearly some matters with respect to which effective 
proportional representation is impossible. I<::annotg~tJhe 
amO'll!1t ofnational defense I want and you, a different aIn0~t. 
Withiespect to such indivisiolematters",e can discuss,' and 
:rrgue~-aiia"v:g~~. But having deCided, we niust conform. It is pre
cisely .. the existence of such indivisible matters - protection of 
the individual and the nation from coercion are clearly the most 
basic ...,....,.that prevents exclusive reliance on individual action 
through .the market. If we are to use some of our resources for 
such indivisible items, we must employ political channels to 
reconcile differences. 

The use of political channels, while inevitable, tends to strain 
the social cohesion essential for a stable society. The strain isleast 
if agreementfor joint action need be reached only on a limited 
range of issues on which people in any eyent haye common 
views. Every extension of the range of issues for which explicit 
agreement is sought strains further the delicate threads that hold 
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society together. If it goes so far as to touch an issue on which 
men feel deeply yet differently, it may well disrupt the society. 
Fundamental differences in basic values can seldom if ever be 
resolved at the ballot box; ultimately they can only be decided, 
though not resolved, by conflict. The religious and civil wars 
of history are a bloody testament to this judgment. 

The widespread use of the market reduces the strain on the 
social fabric by rendering conformity unnecessary with respect 
to any activities it encompasses. The wider the range of activities 
covered by the market, the fewer are the issues on which ex
plicitly political decisions are required and hence on which it is 
necessary to achieve agreement. In turn, the fewer the issues on 
which agreement is necessary, the greater is the likelihood of 
gettingagreement while maintaining a free society. 

Unanimity is, of course, an ideal. In practice, we can afford 
neither the time nor the effort that would be required to achieve 
complete unanimity on every issue. We must perforce accept 
something less. Weare thus led to accept majority rule in one 
form or another as an expedient. That majority rule is an expedi
ent rather than itself a basic principle is clearly shown by the 
fact that our willingness to resort to majority rule, and the 
size of the majority we require, themselves depend on theseri
ousness of the issue involved. If the matter is of little moment 
and the minority has no strong feelings about being overruled, 
a bare plurality will suffice. On the other hand,iftheIIrinprity 
feels strongly about the issue involved, even a bare majority'will 
not do. Few of us would be willing to have issues offfee speech, 
for example, decided by a bare majority. Our legal structure is 
full of such distinctions among kinds of issues that require dif
ferent kinds· of majorities .. At the extreme are those issues em~ 
bodied in the Constitution. These are the principles thatare··so 
important that we are willing to make minimal concessions to 
expediency. Something like essential consensus was achieved 
initially in accepting them, and we require something likiessen
tial consensus for a change in them. 

The self-denying ordinance to refrain from majority rule on 
certain kinds of issues thatis em.bodied in our Constitution and 
in similar written or unwritten constitutions elsewhere, and the 
specific provisions in these constitUtions or their equivalents pro-
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hibiting coercion of individuals, are themselves to be regarded 
as reached by free discussion and as reflecting essential una
nimity about means. 

I turn now to consider more specifically,·though still in very 
broad terms, what the areas are that cannot be handled through 
the market at all, or can be handled only at so great a cost that 
the use of political channels may be preferable. 

GOVERNMENT AS RULE-MAKER AND UMPIRE 

It is important to distinguish the day-to-day activities of people 
from the general customary and legal framework within which 
these take place. The day-to-day activities are like the actions of 
the participants in a game when they are playing it; the frame
work, like the rules of the game they play. And just as a good 
game requires acceptance by the players both of the rules and of 
the umpire to interpret and enforce them, so a good society re
quires that its members agree on the general conditions that will 
govern. relations among them, on some means of arbitrating 
different interpretations of these conditions, and on some device 
for enforcing compliance with the generally accepted rules. As 
in games, soalso in society, most of the general conditions are the 
unintended outcome of custom, accepted unthinkingly. At most, 
we consider explicitly only minor modifications in them, though 
the c1.lffiulative effect of a series of minor modifications may be 
a drastic alteration in the character of the game or of the society. 
In both games. and society also, no set of rules can prevail unless 
most Participants most of the time conform to them without 
externalsanctfons;unless that is, there is a broad underlying 
social consensus. Butwe cannot rely on custom or on this con
sensus alone to interpret and to enforce the rules; we need an 
ulIlPire. Tllese then are the basic roles of government in a free 
society: toprovideameans whereby we can modify the rules, to 
mediate differenc.es among us on the· meaning qf the rules, and' 
to· enforce compliance. with the rules on the part of those few 
who would otherwise not play the game. 

The needfor government in these respects arises because ab
solute freedom is impossible. However attractive anarchy may 
be as a philosophy, it is not feasible in a world of imperfect men. 
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Men's freedoms can conflict, and when they do,oneman'sfree... 
dom must be limited to preserve another's-as aSl.lpreme Court 
Justice once put it," My freedom to move my hstmust, be limited 
by the proximity of your chin." 

The major problem in deciding the appropriateactivitieso£ 
government is how to resolve such conflicts amongithefreedoms 
of different individuals. In some cases, the answer is easy. There 
is little difficulty in attaining near unanimity to· the proposition 
that one man'sfreeciom to murder his neighbor must be sacri~ 
hced to preserve the freedom of the other man to live. In other 
cases, the answer is difficult. In the economic area, a majorprob
lem arises in respect of the conflict between freedom to comoine 
andfreedom···fOcompeteTWliafmeanmgIs"to~be'attriblite;:rto 
"fiee"iis'modlijiiigt(enterprise"? In· theUnitedStates, "free" 
has been understood to mean that anyone is free to set up 
an enterprise, which means that existing enterprises' are not 
free to keep out competitors except by selling a better product 
at the same price or the same product at a lower price. In thecon~ 
cinental tradition, on the other hand, the meaning has generally 
been that enterprises are free to do what they want, . including 
the fixing of prices, division of markets, and the adoption of 
other techniques to keep out potential competitors. Perhaps 
the most difficult specific problem in this area arises with 
respect to combinations' among laborers, where the problem of 
freedom to combine and freedom to compete is particularly 
acute. 

A still rnore basic economic area in which the answer is both 
difficult and important is the definition of property rights. The 
notion of property, as it has developed over centuries and as it 
is embodied in our legal codes, has become so much a part of us 
that we tend to take it for granted, and fail to recognize the ex~ 
tent to which just what constitutes property and what rights the 
ownership of property confers arel;;omplex social creations ra~ 
ther than self~e'lident propositions; Does my having title roland, 
for example, and my freedom to use my property as I wisb, per.;. 
mit me to deny to someone else the right to fly over my laIld in 
his airplane? Or does his rightto use his airplane take preced
ence? Or does this depend on how high he flies? Orhow much 
noise he makes? Does voluntary exchange require that he pay 
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me for theprivilege of flying over my land? Or that 1 must pay 
himto.refrainfrom flying over it? The mere' mention of royal
ties, .. copyrights,patents ; shares of stock.in. corporations; riparian 
rights,and thelike, may perhaps emphasize the role of generally 
accepted social rules in the very definition of property. It may 
suggest,a!sothat,inmanycases, !JLc::.~~~~~nce.of a.well~pe~ified 
and.g:~~rallyacc~p!~stq~fIDitiQ!1:QfJ?!operfji iffiFriiore im
Rortant;tEaD~jiisrwhat the ·definition is.'~"~~' 
~:Aii:o-tfier . economic area that raises particularly difficultp:ro~ 

lemskthemonetary system. Government responsibility for.the 
monetary system has long been recognized. It is explicitly pro
vided for .inthe constitutional· provision which gives Congress 
the power "to coin money, regulate the value t..hereof, .and of 
foreign coin." There is probably no other area of economic activ
ity with· respect to which government action has been so 
formly accepted. This habitual and by now almost unthinking 
acceptance of governmental responsibility makes thoropghun" 
derstanding of the grounds for such responsibility all the more 
necessary, since it enhances the danger that the scope ofgovern
ment will spread from activities that are,. to those that are not, 
appropriate in a free society, from providing a .monetary frame
work to determining the allocation of resources among individ
uals. W eshall discuss this problem in detail in chapter iii. 

In summary, the organization of economic activity through 
voluntarvex<;!;Lange presumes that W'ellaveprovided,through 
g()vernment,forthe maintenance of law and order to prevent 
cOercl()~of 'one individual oyanother, .. theeIiforceJ11enr ()fton
tracti' v?huitarilYenteredinto, . the definition of the meaIling of 
propert;rrig§ts, theinterpret<1,tion and enforcement of such 
riglit:s, and clle'provision of a monetary framework. 

ACTION THROUGH GOVERNMENT ON GROUNDS OF 

TECHNICAL MONOPOLY AND NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS 

The role of government just considered is to d~ something that 
thernarket can:notdo for itsel£,name1y, to ~eterlIiine,ar1:>itI.9"te, 
iridenroice"the"tules of the game. We mayaISo"wii'lit to do 
.i.·..·.:.'.'..'....~ ..... '.'1i..... '~....'.. ',..',.....'.'.'.... '.. '....... ,...................... '" .......'.................. '..................."..'..:.'1"'....'."•. ...•.•••.."'''.' • f'" ""'.·~··f';,. "C'" .T'.·'", """"''l'"'t',.""""!,,.~
'rnrollg . government some mmgs mat rrugnt concelvamy oc
Jane' thIougI1'tJie m~ket bui:th~t technical or similar conditions 
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render it difficult to do that way. These all reduce to cases 
which strictly voluntary exchange is either exceedingly' costly 
~r-praa:itallYimpossible.T1iere are two general Classes ofsuch 
cases: monopoly and similar market imperfections, -and neighoornooaeffectS. ... ... ... . . .... 

v EXdlangeis truly voluntary only when nearly equivalent al
ternatives exist. Monopoly implies the absence of alternatives and 
thereby inhibits effective freedom of exchange. In practice, 
monopoly frequently, if not generally, arises from government 
support or from collusive agreements among individuals. With 
respect to these, the problem is either to avoid governmental fos
tering of monopoly or to stimulate the effective enforcement of 
rules such as those embodied in our anti-trust laws. However, 
monopoly may also arise because it is technically efficient to have 
a single producer or enterprise. I venture to suggest that such 
cases are more limited than is supposed but they unquestionably 
do arise. A simple example is perhaps the provision of telephone 
services within a community. I shall refer to such cases as "tech

monopoly. 
Vi7hen techpicalconditions make a monopoly the natural out

come of competitive market forces, there are only three altern a
tivesthat seem available: private monopoly, public monopoly, or 
public regulati0Il' All three are bad so we must choose among 
eVtls:~HemySiinohs, observing public regulation of monopoly 

the United States, found the results so distasteful thathe con
cluded public monopoly would be a lesser evil. Walter Eucken, 
a noted German liberal, observing public monopoly in German 
railroads, found the results so distasteful that he concluded 
public regulation would be a lesser evil. Having learned from 
both, I reluctantly conclude that, if tolerable, private monopoly 
may be the least oj J1!~ey~s. .- .. 
"IfsoCiety were static so that the conditions which give rise to 
a technical monopoly were sure to remain, I would have little 
confidence in this solution. In a rapidly changing society, how
ever, the conditions making for technical monopoly frequently 
change and I suspect that both publi<: regulaJio,ll....and public 
monopoly areJik~h:to be less re~0Il:sive.to such changes in con
dfnQRs,' to be less rea(fiffcap·able·ofeliminatioii~<·llian~pti.vfte 
monopoly. 
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Railroads in the United States are an excellent example. A 
large degree of monopoly in railroads was perhaps inevitable on 
technical grounds in the nineteenth century. This was the justi
fication for the Interstate Commerce Commission. But condi
tions have changed. The emergence of road and air transport 
has reduced the monopoly element in railroads to negligible 
proportions. Yet we have not eliminated the ICC. On the con
trary, the ICC, which started out as an agency to protect the 
public from exploitation by the railroads, has become an agency 
to protect railroads from competition by trucks and other means 
of transport, and more recently even to protect existing truck 
companies from competition by new entrants. Similarly, in Eng
land, when the railroads were nationalized, trucking was at first 
brought into the state monopoly. If railroads had never been 
subjected to regulation in the United States, it is nearly certain 
that by now transportation, including railroads, would be a 
highly competitive industry with little or no remaining monop
oly elements. 

The choice between the evils of private monopoly, public mo
nopoly, and public regulation cannot, however, be made once 
and for all, independently of the factual circumstances. If the 
;ecllnicalmon()poly is ofaservice or commodity that is regarded 
as essential and if its monopoly power is sizable, even the short
run effects of private unregulated monopoly may· not be toler
able, and either public regulation or ownership may be a 
lesser evil. ... ..... 

Tecfliiical monopoly may on occasion justify a de facto public 
monopoly. It cannot by itself justify a public monopoly achieved 
by making it illegal for anyone else to compete. For example, 
there is no way to justiftour present public monopoly of the 
post office. It may be argued that the carrying of mail is a tech
nical monopoly and that a government monopoly is the least of 
evils. Along thtse lines, one could perhaps justify a government 
post officebtitnot the present law, which makes it illegal for 
anybody else to carry mail. If the delivery of rnai1isate<:hnical 
m()1:!Q}2()!Y, noonewill be ~~r~~~~suceedin competition with .the 
governmenClf IfiS<nof;iliere is no reasonWnftlie government 
should be engaged in it. The ()!l!YWay. tQ find out is to leave 
otherEeoI>le free to enter .. ,.,"«' 
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The historical reason . why we have a postofficc:: rnonopolyis 
because the Pony Express did such a good job <D£.carryingthe 
mail across the continent that, when the governnlentintroduced 
transcontinental service, it.CCluldn't compete ·effectively.andlo$t 
money. The result was a law making it illegal for;anybodydsc:: to 
carry the mail. Thatis why the Adams ExpressCompanyisa.n 
investment trust today instead of an operating comp;any.l con., 
jecturethat if entry.intothe mail-carrying business were open 
to all, there would be a large number of firms entering it and 
this archaic industry would become revolutioriized in short 
order. 

A second general class of cases in which strictly voluntary ex
change is impossible arises when actions. of . individuals have 
effects on other individualsforwhich it is not f~asibletocharge 
or. recompense them. Il1i~ jstheprClHeIl1· Q!."p:eig~l:l2fllood 
~g~£t§:~~An o?yiousexampleis}hepollutio~ of. a stream. The 
man who pollutesa"stream iSin eifeaforCing others to exchange 
good water for bad. These others might be willing to make the 
exchange at a price. But it is not feasible for them, acting indi
vidually, to avoid the exchange or to enforce appropriate com
pensation. 

A less obvious example is the provision of highways. In this 
case, it is technically possible to identify and hence charge indi
viduals for their use of the roads and so to have private opera
tion. However, f()Lg~t':ralaccess roads~inv:?lving fIlapypoints 
of entry and exit, thecostsof colle~ioil wouldbeextr@e1yJ:ti,gh. 
if a charge were to be made for the specific services received by 
each individual, .. because of the necessity of establishing toll 
booths or the equivalent at all entrances. The gasoline tax is a 
much cheaper method of charging individuals roughly in pro
portion to their use of the roads. This method, however, is one in 
which the particular payment cannot be identified closely with 
the particular use. Hence, it is hardly feasible to have private en
terprise provide ,the service and collect the charge without estab
lishing extensive private monopoly. 

These considerations do not apply to long-distance turnpikes 
with high density of traffic and limited access. For these, the 
costs of collection are small and in many cases are now being 
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paid, and there are often numerous alternatives, so there is 
no serious monopoly problem. Hence, there is every reaSon why 
these should be privately owned and· operated.· 1£'$0· owriedand 
operated,' the . enterprise. running.· the highwayshotiJd rec(~ve 
the gasoline taxes paid on account of travel on it. 

Parks are.an interesting example because they. illl1stl~att:tEte 
difference between· cases that can and cases thatcannot: be just};. 
fiedhy. neighborhood effects, and. because . almost everyone at 
fu.stsightregards the condllctofNationalParksas ObvioUsly a 
valid function of government. In fact,however, neighborhood 

~¥~~-~~~Ji~t~~~~~~~~I~~~t~fffi~?~~l:~~tb:' 

What is the fundamental difference between· the:'two ?For the 
city park, it is extremely difficult to identify the people who 
benefit fromit and to charge them for the benefits which they 
receive. Ifthere is a parkin the middle of the city, the houses on 
all sides.getthe benefit ofthe open space, and people who walk 
through it or by it also benefit. To maintain toll coUectorsatthe 
gates or· to impose annual charges per window overlooking the 
park would be very expensive and difficult. The entrances to a 
national park like Yellowstone, on the other hand, are few; most 
of the people who come stay fora considerable period of 
and it is perfectly feasible to set up toll gates andcollectadmis
sion· charges. This is indeed now done, though the charges do 
not cover· the whole costs. If the public wants this kind of an 
activity enough to pay for it, private enterprises will have every 
incentive to provide such parks. And, of course, there are many 
private enterprises of this nature now existence. 1cannot my
self conjure up any neighborhood effects or important monopoly 
effects that would justify governmental activity· in this area. 

Considerations like those I have treated under the heading of 
nei,ghborhoodeffects have been used to rationalize almost every 
conceivable intervention. In many instances, however, this ra
tionalization is special pleading rather than a legitimate applica
tion of the concept of neighborhood effects. J:'!~!gl1hQrh()Qd 
ei:lectscut both ways. Theycan be a reasonforlimiting~theac
ti~ities~f"governIl1erit as ",elias for. .exp<lii4.inK~~~~' N eiglioQf
hood effects impede voluntary exchange becausei.C!s..f!ifIigdt 
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tg identify the effects on third ... and to measure their mag
riifii3e;"orifthis difficultY· is prese1it governmental activity as 
well It is hard to know when neighborhood effects are suffi
ciently b.rge to justify particulat costs in overcoming them and 
even harder to distribute the costs in an appropriate fashion. 
Consequently, when government engages in activities to over
come neighborhood effects, it will in part introduce an ad
ditional set of neighborhood effects by failing to charge or to 
compensate individuals properly. Whether the original or the 
new neighborhood effects are the more serious can only be 
judged by the facts of the individual case, and even then, only 
very approximately. Furthermore, the use of government to 
overcome neighborhood itself has an extremely impor
tant neighborhood effect which is unrelated to the particular 
occasion for government action. Every act of government inter
vention limits the area of individual freedom directly and 
threatens the preservation of freedom indirectly for reasons elab
orated in the first chapter. 

Our principles offer no hard and fast line how far it is appro
priate to use government to accomplish jointly what it is diffi
cult or impossible for us to accomplish separately through strictly 
voluntary exchange. In any particular case of proposed interven~ 
tion, we must make up a balance sheet, listing separately the 
advantages and disadvantages. Our principles tell us what items 
to put on the one side what items on the other and they give 
us some basis for attaching importance to the different items. 
In particular, we shall always want to enter on the liability side 
of any proposed government intervention, its neighborhood 
feet in threatening freedom, and give this effect considerable 
weight. Just how much weight to give to it,as to other items, 
depends upon the circumstances. If, for example, existinggov~ 
ernment intervention is minor, we shall attach a smaller weight 
to the negative effects of additional government intervention. 
This is an impprtant reason why many earlier liberals, like 
Henry Simons, writing at a time when government was small 
by today's standards, were willing to have government under
take activities that today's liberals would not accept now.that 
government has become so overgrown. 
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ACTION THROUGH GOVERNMENT 

ON PATERNALISTIC GROUNDS 

Freedom is a tenable objective only for reSponsible individuals. 
We do .flot believe in freedom for madmen or children. The 
necessity of drawing·al.inebetWeen responsible iIldividuals and 
others is inescapable, yet it means that there is an essential ambi
guity in our ultimate objective of freedom. Paternalism is ines
capable for those whom we designate as not responsible. 

The clearest case, perhaps, is that of madmen. We are willing 
neither to permit them freedom nor to shoot them. It would 
be nice if we could rely on voluntary activities of individuals to 
house and care for the madmen. But I think we cannot rule out 
the possibility that such charitable activities will be inadequate, 
if only because of the neighborhood effect involved in the fact 
that I benefit if another man contributes to the care of the insane. 
For this reason, we may be willing to arrange for their care 
through government. . 
. Children offer a more difficult case. Th~ ~19:!l1:~.~~..Qp.<=[etiy~, 
lJ!l:jt in oUL}gcietv is the family, not tIle !f!g,iyi.4:t,lal. Yet the 

··········-····--j--~··-··~~···-71:--········-·······-_..._ .•-_. .~" 
acceptance of the family as me unit rests in considerable part 
on expediency rather than principle. We believe that parents are 
generally best able to protect their children and to provide for 
their development into responsible individuals for whom free
dom is appropriate. But we do not believe in the freedom of 
parents to do what they will with other people. The children are 
responsible individuals in embryo, and a believer in freedom be
lieves inprotecting their ultimate rights. 

To put this. in a different and what may seem a more callous 
way, children are atone and the same time consumer goods and 
potentially responsible members of society. The freedom of in
dividualsto use their economic resources as they want includes 
the freedom to. use them to have children to buy, as it were, 
the services of children as a particular form of consumption. But 
once this choice is exercised, the children have avalue in and of 
themselves and have a freedom of their own that is not simply 
an extension of the freedom of the parents. 

The paternalistic ground for governmental activity is in many 
ways the most troublesome to a liberal; for it involves the accept
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anct of a principle-that some shall decide for others-which 
he finds objectionable in most applications and which he rightly 
regards as a hallmark of his chief intellectual opponents, the 
proponents of collectivism in one or another of its guises, 
whether it be communism, socialism, or a welfare state. Yet there 
is no use pretending that problems are simpler than infactthey 
are. rh~e is.Il?, ~Y2i4!!1K!h~Jll::~9:~<?;L~Qm}:J;t:!~~l~1!£e;,gfcE~~<;:1"lal~
ism. As 'DiCey wrote in 1914 about an act fortheprQtectiol1 of 
mental defectives, "The Mental Deficiency Act is the first step 
along a path on which no sane man can decline to enter, but 
which, if too far pursued, will bring statesmen across difficulties 
hard to meet without considerable interference with individual 
liberty." 1 There is no formula that C?Il tell us where to stop. We 
must rely on our fallible judgment and, having reached ajudg
ment, on our ability to persuade our fellowmen that it is a cor~ 
rect judgment, or their ability to persuade us to modify our 
views. We must put our faith, here as elsewhere, in a consensus 
reached by imperfect and biased men through free discussion 
and trial and error. 

CONCLUSION 

( A government which maintained law and order, defined 
property rights, served as a means whereby we could modi
fy property rights and other rules of the economic game, adjud
icated disputes about interpretation' of the rules, enforced 
contracts, promoted competition, provided a monetary frame
work, engaged in activities to counter technical monopolies and 
to overcome neighborhood effects widely regarded as sufficiently 
important to justify government intervention; and which sup;. 
plemented private charity and the private family in protecting 
the irresponsible, whether madman or child - such a govern
ment would clearly have important functions to perform. The 
consistent liberal is not an anarchist.) 

Yet it is also true that such a government would have clearly 
limited functions and would refrain from a host of activities 
that are now undertaken by federal and state governments in 

1 A. V. Dicey, Lectures on the Relation between Law and Public Opinion in 
England during the Nineteenth Century (2d. ed.; London: Macmillan &. Co., 

1914)' p. Ii. 
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the United States, and their counterparts in other Western coun
tries. Succeeding chapters will deal in some detail with 'some 
these activities, and a few have been discussed above, but it 
help to give a sense of proportion about the role that a 
would assign government simply to list, in closing this chapter, 
some activities currently undertaken by government in the U.S., 
that cannot, so far as I can see, validly be justified in terms of 
the principles outlined above: 

I. Parity price support programs for agriculture. 
2. Tariffs on imports or restrictions on exports, such as current 

oilimport quotas, sugar quotas, etc. 
3. Governmental control of output, such as tru'oug:n 

program, or through prorationing of oil as is done 
Railroad Commission. 

4. Rent control, such as is still practiced in 
general price and wage controls such as were "' ..............'o;ar! 

and just after W orId War II. 
5. Legal minimum wage rates, or legal maximum prices, such 

as the legal maximum of zero on the rate of interest that can be 
paid on demand deposits by commercial banks, or the legally 
fixed maximum rates that can be paid on savings and time 
deposits. 

6. Detailed regulation of industries, such as the regulation of 
transportation by the Interstate Commerce Commission. This 
had some justification on technical monopoly grounds when 
initially introduced for railroads; it has none now for any means 
of transport. Another example is detailed regulation of banking. 

7. A similar example, but one which deserves special mention 
because of its implicit censorship and violation of free speech, is 
the control of radio and television by Federal Communica
tions Commission. 

8. Present social security programs, especially the old-age and 
retirement programs compelling people in effect (a) to spend a 
specified fraction of their income on the purch~se of retirement 
annuity, (b) to buy the annuity from a publicly operated enter
pnse. 

9. Licensure provisions in various cities and states which 
restrict particular enterprises or occupations or professions to 
people who have a license, where the license is more than a 
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receipt for a tax which anyone who wishes to enter the activity 
may pay. Chapter III 

10. So-called «public~housing" the host of other subsidy 
programs directed at fostering residential construction such as 
F.H.A. and V.A. guarantee of mortgage, and the like. +

II. Conscription to man the military services in peacetime. 
The appropriate free market arrangement is volunteer military 
forces; which is to say, hiring men to serve. There is no justifica- The Control 

for not paying whatever price is necessary to attract the of Moneyrequired number of men. Present arrangements are inequitable 
and arbitrary, seriously with the freedom of young men 
to shape their lives, and probably are even more costly than the 
market alternative .. (Universal military training to provide a 
reserve for wartime is.a different problem and may be justified 
on liberal grounds.) 

I2. National parks, as noted above. 

I3. The legal prohibition on the carrying of mail for profit. 

I4. Publicly owned and operated toll roads, as noted above. 


This list is far from comprehensive. 

"I: 
r ULL EMPl-OYMENT" and "economic growth" have in the past 

few decades become primary excuses for widening the extent of 
government intervention in economic affairs. A private free.., 
enterprise economy, it is said, is inherently unstable. Left to itself, 
it will produce recurrent cycles of boom and bust. The govern
ment must therefore step in to keep things on an even keel. These 
arguments were' particularly potent during and. after the Great 
Depression of the I930'S, and were a major element giving rise to 
the New Deal in this country and comparable extensions of gov
ernmental intervention in others. More recently, "economic 
growth" has become the more popular rallying call. Govern~ 
ment must, it is argued, see to it that the economy expands to 
provide the wherewithal for the cold war and demonstrate to 




